IF Oxford presents 100+ events each year,
exploring complexity, wonder and learning
across arts and science.
Events connect topics in creative ways,
developing individual skills and enriching
society, with focus on people who think
‘science is not for me’.
21,000 people joined in online,

Participate and create the best science and ideas Festival
February-May
The open call
generates initial
ideas for events
May-July
We refine proposals
to create activity for
broad public appeal
August-September
Programme launch,
media campaigns
and events booking

450 contributors created 100 events
We pivoted our offer during the COVID-19
crisis, supporting researchers and creative
professionals, learning, when many other
organisations were cancelling activity.
30th Festival in October 2021?

Briefing sessions and 1:1
advice supports concept,
completion and reflection

IF Oxford works throughout the year
We build capacity and skills in neighbourhood and
scientific groups, using learning preferences and logic
models like Generic Learning Outcomes to guide
activities so they are more relatable and impactful.

IF 2020 distributed
28,500 magazines
packed with articles,
events and activity sheets
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Audience feedback
and independent
reporting complete
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We respond to business and community
issues to keep the Festival relevant
We carefully match the needs and abilities of
contributors and audiences, especially true in
the digital space during the COVID crisis.
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The Festival is live!

www.if-oxford.com/2021
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Contributor: "It was amazing...
I don't think I would have done
any public engagement if it
wasn't for the encouragement
of IF Oxford going ahead and
providing a framework."
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Who gets involved?
The 2020 Festival was conceived when we
first cheered those who kept the country
going. Our Festival was for them, for those
experiencing social isolation for the first time
and for people who have always felt excluded.

"Thanks so much, we just couldn’t have
done anything like this without you"
IF Oxford was first to run a large-scale digital
multi-activity science zone, create a magazine
for a print-digital public Festival, and was a
leading producer of theatre, poetry, music
and dance as creative conversation starters.
The Festival is always experimental, and
can support your colleagues to innovate
in public spaces, using market research
tools to enhance engagement.
Skills honed throughout Oxford science and
ideas Festival offer teams confidence and
inspiration to develop business activities.

We create a coherent science and ideas Festival from
diverse contributions by understanding why people
and organisations get involved, typically:

"to share wonder and inspire others"
"explore contemporary and future careers"
"and to build public trust"
169 teams were part of IF 2020, representing
19 businesses, 34 communities or charities, and
9 universities or colleges from Oxford and beyond.
The 2020 Festival featured 2/3 STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Medicine and Maths)
alongside 1/3 SHAPE (Social sciences, Humanities
and the Arts for People and the Economy) subjects.

76
teams

43
teams

50
teams

Outputs and impact
of the 2020 Festival

We cluster activities to
ensure they work with
specific audiences

www.if-o
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Could you be involved in our

We nurture ideas from
science, cultural and
community groups
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The Festival captures
interest as a trusted way
for people to develop
meaningful conversations

University
or college
departments
and groups
Companies
and business
Charities,
communities or
individuals

IF Oxford is a small
charity building science,
social and cultural capital

Thank you
The Festival sends huge thanks to its collaborators, supporters
Thanks
to individuals
everyone
made
IF Oxford
possible!
and talented
whowho
volunteer
to make
the Festival
possible.
It could not happen without their time, creativity and enthusiasm.

The 2020 IFFestival
supported
by:
Oxford 2020 was
is supported
by

Please help us
A science and ideas
festival makes
Oxford a great place
to work, visit and live.
Our events
connect ideas
across subjects
and places.

Contribute
your content

Sponsor or make
a donation

Share your creative
technologies and culture
with people for a positive
impact on society.

Volunteer
with us

Promote IF Oxford to your
contacts, in newsletters
and on your social media

IF Oxford is run by Oxfordshire Science Festival, an independent charity (Charity Number

1151361),
with Trustees
a small team that workcharity
year-round (#1151361),
on the Festival.
IF
Oxford
is anandindependent
with
IF Oxford uses Pay What You Decide (PWYD) ticketing so everyone can choose to pay
Trustees
andoracansmall
team
that supporting
work year-round.
whatever they want,
afford, with
all donations
next year’s Festival.
If you would like to contribute in a greater way, please contact the Director.
Director:
Dane Comerford; Manager: Cathy Rose
Festival Director: Dane Comerford Festival Manager: Cathy Rose
Trustees: Ian Thompson,
Rory Campbell, Claire
Cockroft,
Tim Hart, David Pyle
Trustees:
Ian Thompson,
Rory
Campbell,
Claire Cockcroft, Tim Hart, David Pyle.

Festival visitors attending similar events

How did people hear about IF 2020?

34% "None, this is my first time"

⁸/₁₀
say this
is a key
cultural
event

14% "Once every few years"

Word of
mouth
(23%)

11% "Several times a year"
8% "Once a month, or more"

Social
media
(32%)

The IF Oxford 2020 visitor age profile
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Other:
eg. news
banners,
radio...
(14%)

33% "1-3 times a year"
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->54


64
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74
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75+
75+

1000
people chose their event/s

Festival
magazine
(9%)

Web
referral
(8%)

Where did
our visitors
come from?
1/3 Oxford
1/2 Oxfordshire
37% other UK

"I enjoy science events"

OX3 OX4

"I enjoy arts events"

OX2

"I might learn something new"
"The event sounded appealing to me"
"I'm booking for someone else"
"I have a professional interest"

Email or
bulletin
(25%)

OX1

OX5
to
OX49

non-UK
Other UK

1,000
responses

Over 600
children,
age 5–16,
created
entries for
Poetry of
Science.
The nine
top poets
performed their work at an event with the Young
People's Laureate for London, Theresa Lola.
More people reported anxiety sleep
disorders during COVID quarantines,
so the Festival commissioned artists
to work with the Sleep & Circadian
Neuroscience Institute. Actors from
Mandala Theatre worked with
Oxford Playhouse to film remotely
on mobile phones over 4 days.

With pubs and restaurants
closed, the Festival hosted
food and drinks events for
coffee, apples, chocolate
and gin, with sample packs
sent out by post.
The science of gin tasting
helped 300 guests explore
plants and mixology at an
informative, social digital tasting with TOAD, The
Oxford Artisan Distillery, and the Botanic Garden.
The fourth version of the
music project What IF
worked around complex
youth needs to explore
the justice system, life
choices and acoustics.

The play small hours dramatises
research through lived experiences.

Teenagers mixed tracks
and lyrics to generate
three music videos with
physicists and musicians.

Explorazone Digital, the Festival's flagship interactive
event, combined video booths, at-home activities and
postal kits sent to homes across the UK and beyond.

Visitors got hands-on with experiments and
live workshops at 33 booths and feature
sessions creating 20,000 engagements.

Visitors (age 39, 39, 7): "We love the in-person event in the Town Hall, but have learnt even more as can
watch (and re-watch) videos... great to be able to recommend specific videos and activities to friends."

Live events continue to stimulate accessible
and authentic conversations. Contributors
and visitors recognise a Festival's agility in
connecting an enormous range of interests.
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By capturing attention from across society,
we can begin to explore complexity...
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Live and interactive
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NOW

on-demand

join from anywhere

40.0%

What did people think?
The Festival and events are high quality:
on a scale of 0–10 (10=excellent),
over 90% of visitors rated
the event they attended or
IF Oxford overall as good (6+)
and 75% say great (8+)
Festival

00

11

30.0%
30%

10=excellent

None
Rarely
Yearly
Quarterly
Monthly

What the Festival audience thought of IF Oxford 2020

Event
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44

55
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Festival rating

Very likely
to tell a
friend
to try
Likely
IF

77

88

99

10
10

20.0%
20%

10.0%
10%

0%
0.0%

ev ent rating

The Festival makes topics
accessible and interesting, so
90% of visitors are very likely
or likely to tell a friend to try
IF Oxford events and will also
return themselves...

Physiology and Anatomy
researchers, dancers and CGI
artists, and Parasol Project
youth dancers explored
the origin of heartbeats.
Video-grade motion capture
rendered into animation
was mixed with new music
for a Digital Body artwork.
The six-week project Glow
Your Own involved Harwell
researchers and Fusion Arts
teaching coding and lantern
making skills, distributing 166
Arduinos and 117 extra LED kits.
Visitor: "I'm astounded by the
ambition and how brilliantly well
you are explaining everything... It's
complex stuff, new to us and yet,
here we all are, making it all work,
with your help. BIG THANK YOU!"

FREE
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UK national
news
coverage
The Times
The Sun
The Telegraph
Daily Mail

56k

Regional &
specialist
Scottish Herald
Primary Times
Round & About
The Stage
Exeunt Magazine
Cotswold Life

Social media
reach for
programme
launch

21,000

♥

...delivered
to homes by
community door
drops, food banks
and Royal Mail

Local news
Oxford Mail
OX Magazine
Oxford Times
Ox in a Box
Pick Magazine
Daily Info
Witney Gazette

   
1million


reached
across Instagram,

Twitter and Facebook
 for IF Oxford 2020
visitors to IF Oxford
1–31 October 2020

Over 100 live activities to 21,000 people
in October 2020 covered a huge range of
science and ideas.
Sixty event recordings now online feature
theatre, mesmerising visual art and topics
from COVID to clean energy sources!
Visitors (age 42, 43): "I'm autistic and get
overwhelmed by sensory input...looking forward to
being able to attend everything since it's online."
Visitors (age 45, 74, 6): "I've learnt things I've been
curious about...so helpful during half term, when we
have been at home."

Help shape the 30th Festival?

www.if-oxford.com/2021

